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Abstract

This paper presents a new switchbox router - Mole. It uses a set of patterns or templates

to perform connections between terminals sequentially. Routing is composed of combinations of a

minimal set of carefully chosenpatterns. A best set ofpatterns that realizea connection is selected,

based on cost functions that minimize the number of jogs and vias.

The router makes use of information generated during the global routing phase in order to

select pairs of terminals to be connected. Anothernovel feature of the router is a memory efficient

way of implementing rip-up and rerouting. Each pattern has a unique identifying number and a

characteristic parameter. For each connection that is made using the pattern, only the pattern

number and the parameter are stored in memory.

The router considers blockages of arbitrary rectilinear shape within the switchbox and pins at

any location. It is very fast and has successfully routed even the pathological Burstein's More

Difficult switchbox.



1 Introduction

The switchbox routing problem is important in VLSI layout. The layout generation process is

usually composed threephases - Placement, Global-routing and Detailed routing. The global routing

phasedivides the routing area into rectilinearblocks. Depending on the technology, twoof the most

commonly used regions are channels and switchboxes. A channel is a rectilinear routing region in

whichthe terminals to be connectedlie onlyon twosides of the region. In a switchbox, the terminals

may lie on all four sides. It is generally considered that the switchbox routing problem is more

difficult than the channel routing problem.

There havebeen severalverygoodswitchbox routers reported in the literature recently. Weaver

[3] isa knowledge-based routerthat claims 100 percent routing. However, its long runtimes make its

use in VLSIlayout prohibitive. Beaver [2] is a newfast switchboxrouter that uses computational

geometrytechniquesand producesexcellent results. Mighty [6] is another verysuccessful switchbox

router that relies heavily on rip-up and rerouting to complete the nets.

Thispapercontributes some new heuristic methods to tackle the problem ofswitchbox routing.

Additionally,some extensions to general arearouting, in which the terminals are not constrained to

be on the boundary of the routing region also proposed. The router uses a control structure similar

to Beaver [2]. We observe that the control structure provides a global view of the contention

between nets for the tracks and guides the routing process so that congestion is avoided towards

the end.

The router consists of two phases of operation. In the first phase, the pattern router is used to

make as many connections as possible. After this, a maze router is used to connect the remaining

nets. If some nets still remain after the maze routing phase, rip-up and reroute is attempted. On

most examples we have tested, rip-up and reroute was not necessary to complete the switchbox.

Mole is being developed as part of a Sea-of-gates layout project at U.C.Berkeley. The system



uses Proud-II [9] astheplacement algorithm, SOGR [8] as the global router and Moleisenvisaged

as the detailed router.

2 Problem Definition

After the global routing phase, the chip is partitioned by hierarchical cuts in the horizontal and

vertical direction into blocks as shown in Fig.l. Each block is defined bya rectangular box. There

are terminals on the boundary as well as within the block, to which connections must be made.

It is assumed that there are two layers on which detailed routing may be performed. Within

each block there may be rectangular regions over which no routing can be done (blockages). An

arbitrary rectilinear blockage is broken up into a set ofrectangular blockages for the purposes of

this discussion.

A net is defined to be a set of terminals which must be electrically connected together. The

result of the global routing is a tree for each net. The vertices of the tree are the terminals. The

tree is usually a minimum-cost tree based on some global-routing specific parmeters like congestion,

track usage etc. The tree may be split into several sub-trees inside a block due to partitioning as

shown in Fig. 1. The goal of the detailed router is to electrically connect all the terminals ofeach

given net such that two different nets are not connected together.

3 Control Structure

Following up on the control idea generated by Beaver [2], we have generalized the concept to

include terminals at arbitrary locations. On each layer, routing is done on one direction only.

Terminals control a region around them which extends for a fixed distance in the preferred routing

direction. Initially, this distance is set to a fraction / ofthe width of the block in the preferred
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routing direction, for terminals on the edge of the block. Forterminals not on the edge of the block,

the control is extended in the preferred routing directions, for a distance equal to //6 of the width

of the block on both sides of the terminal. Within a block a net consists of several sub-trees which

span the terminals of that net. We call the sub-trees groups. The parameter / is user specified,

usually equal to 2/3.

4 Templates

All routing consists of combinationsof certain basic templates. We define four basis template types

as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Note that templates of type-3 are one the same layer and have no

vias.

Within each type of basis template we have different templates depending on the orientationof

the template. All the segments maybe identified as one, twoor three-segment templates depending

on the number of line-segmentsin the template. For the three-segment template, we define "central"

and "outer" segments as shown in Fig. 4a. We do not use L-shaped patterns since these are only

special cases of templates 1A, IB, \C or \D with one of the outer segments being zero length

(Fig. 4b).

Each template is assigned a unique pattern number and has a characteristic dimension d (this

will be used later for efficient rip-up and reroute). All actual routing is composed of combinations

of these patterns. As a result, any connection between two points which uses any one of these

templates is completely characterized by the template number and its characteristic dimension.
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5 Routing Process

Consider a net N with terminals {t\, *2, •••, tn}. The terminals arespanned by groups g\, gi,..., go

(Fig. 1). The router connects terminals in pairs. Given n terminals, there are {n{n-1)/2} possible

pairs of terminals.

However, we make use of the tree generated during the global routing phase, since this tree

is generated by minimizing an objective function that includes congestion information. We feel

that this is another new feature of the detailed router. Conventional routers do not consider this

important information provided by the global router.

There is an edge between two vertices in each group if there exists a global routing connection

between the terminals corresponding to that group. The router assigns a weight to each edge. The

weight is directly proportional to the half perimeter length of the edge. The edge with the highest

weight is considered first. The terminals to be connected are taken in pairs, only if an edge exists

in the the tree between that pair of terminals.

From the topology of the points, it is easy to determine asubset ofallthe templates which might

be used to make a connection between two given points. Let the subset be 5 = {s\,S2,.. .,«*}.

For each template st- in S, a routing cost is evaluated according to the following scheme:- Let

Cv be the cost of a via,

Cc the cost of routing on a grid point controlled by a net other than itself,

Cb the cost of routing on a grid point that is blocked,

Cf the cost of routing over an empty grid point, and,

Ca the cost of routing on a grid point controlled by itself.

Then we set C& = oo, and Cc > Cv > Cf > C„. For each connection between two terminals, the

costsof the various possible template areevaluated. The template with the minimum cost is selected

if its cost is less than Cc. If such a template is found then it is clearly seen that the connection
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between the two points is uniquely identified by the template number chosen and the characteristic

dimension of that template. These parameters are stored in memory (i.e remembered). Thus, if

at some later stage in the routing process, a certain connection between two terminals needs to be

"ripped" then only the template number and its characteristic dimension needs to be retrieved.

6 Recursive use of templates

Ifno templatehasa cost less than Cc then either that templateis blocked by other nets or blockages,

or the template passes over a region that is being controlled by another net. This case is a little

complex and needs to be solved by some heuristics. We adopt the following strategy.

Please note that the templates consist of three, two or one line segments. The two-segment

templates arise from type-1 when one section of that template is of zero length. We consider the

following cases separately.

6.1 Three segment templates

In each template, either one or two segments can get blocked.

6.1.1 Case I - both outer segments blocked

La this case, weselect the pointson the outer linesegments, closest to the blockages and try to route

between them using the previously defined routing process recursively. The depth of recursionis a

user specified parameter and for the sake of speed, usually one or two levels are recommended.

6.1.2 Case II - One outer segment and one central blocked

In this case, the point on the blocked segment and several pointson the central segment are tried.

Again, the recursion level is usually one or two levels deep.



6.1.3 Case III - Central segment blocked

In this case, several points on the twoouter segments are chosen and routingis attempted on those.

All these processes are illustrated in Fig. 5.

6.2 Two segment templates

Two cases arise - one segment blocked or two segments blocked.

6.2.1 Blockage on one segment

A succession of points are selected, starting away from the blockage and connection is tried to

successive points on the other segment.

6.2.2 Blockage on both segments

In this case, weselect the points on the two line segments, closest to the blockages and try to route

them using the routing process recursively. The depth of recursion is a user specified parameter

and for the sake of speed, usually one or two levels are recommended.

6.3 Single segment template

In this case, we select the farthest unblocked points from the two points to be connected and try

to recursively connect them.

The routing process is repeated for all the nets. After one pass, some nets may be completed

while others may be untouched. The regions over which the completed nets had control are now

given to the closest terminals in the preferred routing direction. We re-prioritize the edges so that

the edges belonging to untouched nets get maximum priority now.

10
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7 Dynamic update of control

It is possible that there are cases where due to the control, one net does not permit another net

to be routed and a deadlock situation occurs. To avoid this, at every pass through the edges, we

decrease the extent ofcontrol of the incomplete nets by a fixed amount. Thus eventually, the control

gets reduced to zero towards the end of the routing, when maximum congestion starts occuring.

8 Rip-up and Maze Routing

For every connection between a pair of points, we store the template used and the characteristic

dimension. Therefore the entire routing is flexible and the routes are stored in a very compact and

memory-efficient way.

At the end of the template routing phase, some nets may still be unconnected. However, we

have a feasible solution for the other nets. In the rip-up phase, an attempt is made to route the

remaining unconnected nets by modifying the solution found so far, without reducing the number

of nets completed.

First, we place all the edges for which successful connections were found in a rip-up list. For

each edge in the rip-up list, we rip-up the existing connection, and attempt to reroute it using a

different set of templates from the one used before. We also delete that edge from the rip-up list.

If a different connection is found, then we have found an alternative route for a particular pair

of terminals, possibly freeing up some blocked nets. So, we try to route the unconnected nets by

invokinga maze router on them. If no new connection is found, we restorethe ripped up connection

and continuethe above process on the remaining edges in the rip-up list. This process is repeated

until no edges remain in the rip-up list or all the nets are completed.
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9 Algorithm

algorithm route(netlist) {

read global routing tree information;

form net connection graph 6;

for each edge e inG {

calculate weight of each edge;

push edge onto priority list L;

>

do {

for each edge e in L {

success = template.route(e);

if(success) then S = S + e;

>

>

while((L not empty) and (success));

if nets still remain {

for each edge e in S {

try alternate template for e;

try maze routing of remaining nets;

>

>

procedure template.route(e) {

13



if(level of recursion > max_levels) return(failure);

S = select.possible.templates(e);

min = min.cost(S);

if(min < blocked„cost) {

implement(e);

} else {.

(el, e2) = split(e)

template.route(el);

template_route(e2);

>

return(success);

10 Results

We have implemented a preliminary version of the router in about 7500 lines of C code and the

results are encouraging. Several examples were tried, themost pathological one being theBurstein's

More Difficult switchbox, which we have shown in Fig. 6. For this switchbox, all the nets but one

were successfully routed by the templates in the shortest possible path. Net number 3 was the only

net that required use of the maze router.

Router No. vias Net-length runtime(secs)

Mighty 39 541 4

Beaver 34 536 1

Mole 36 542 0.8

14



Figure 6: Routing result for Burstein's more Difficult Switchbox
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